M/V St. Pauli

NAME | ST. PAULI
VESSEL TYPE | Selfloader
timber fitted
IMO | 8214358
CALL SIGN | V2HG3
FLAG | Antigua Barbuda

GT/NT | 3.075 / 1.143
DWCC | app. 3.400 tons
BREADTH EXTREME | 15.22 m
LENGTH OVERALL | 92.39 m
MAX. DRAFT | 4.95 m

CLASS | 100 A5 E3 AUT
GEAR | Multidocker CH 74 D
SWL | 8.5 mt – 20m outreach
ICE CLASS | Finnish – Swedish Ice Class 1B
BUILD | 1983
BUILDER | Hegemann, Bremen, Germany
MAX. SPEED | abt. 10 knots
ENGINE POWER | 1.950 kW
BOW THRUSTER | Yes, 210 kW

CARGO HOLDS | 1* (56.55 m x 12.6 m x 7.9 m)
HATCHES | 1* (51.33 m x 12.60 m)
GRAIN | 202.940 cbft
INTAKE | abt. 3.400 / 3.500 scbm logs
THEREOF ON DECK | app. 900 scbm
WOODCHIPS | 5.746 cbm (+ trimming factor)

All particulars given in good faith and believed to be correct, but without gurantee.